**G. D. NAIDU AWARD – 2023**  
(Rs One lakh)

‘Makkal Sinthanai Peravai’, a non-profitable public organization functioning at Erode, Tamil Nadu presents every year an award in the name of renowned native scientist from Coimbatore, G. D. Naidu, for an outstanding young researcher working in India.

**Eligibility for the award:** Anyone who has obtained a science degree in any of the institutions in Tamil Nadu and now working in any institution in India. He/she must be under 40 years of age.

A brief bio-data including a list of 10 top original publications in reputed international journals, awards received and such other information about his/her achievements in the field of work should be forwarded to the e-mail address given below. (The candidate should indicate for which work/distinction he is to be considered for the award with a brief note on this specific research work.)

A jury of eminent scientists will make the selection.

The award will be presented at Erode book festival – 2023 in a grand function between 4 and 15 August at Erode which usually attracts more than 10,000 people.

The award is funded by ‘Singapore Mustafa Tamil Trust’ and is presented every year.

Last date for receiving applications is **30 July 2023**.

e-mail: info@makkalsinthanaiperavai.org

**Contact address:** Makkal Sinthanai Peravai, A-47, Sampath Nagar, Erode 638 011; Phone: 0424-226 9186, Website: [www.makkalsinthanaiperavai.org](http://www.makkalsinthanaiperavai.org)